THE TRUTH ABOUT MONEY*
Here are some truths about money. I know they are absolutely true because I have learned them both
intuitively and logically. I have tested them in my own life, and on many people willing to heal their money
stuff!
 Cash follows creativity not craving. Apply yourself to your unique creativity and the universe will apply
itself to your prosperity (the cash will show up!).
 Money exists to support your purpose or creative intent, not your lifestyle, your possessions, comfort,
security, recreation, lifestyle, or well-being.
 Your inner reality must change before your outer reality can change. Supply is invisible before it is
visible.
 Every experience in your life you created, attracted, invited, promoted, permitted, accepted, or allowed.
This is universal transcendent eternal law. There are NO EXCEPTIONS. And remember, the Universe always
says “Yes”.
 You are not free from financial pain if you are in a state of “innercarceration” in your mind, created by
your mind. You are the jailor with the key to the prison doors.
 Your livelihood is not for making you or your employer money. It is for giving a creative gift to humanity,
fulfilling your unique purpose of the moment.
 The Universe never judges you, but accepts and provides for you unconditionally. You are a perfect
being in an imperfect world. You can choose to reflect your perfection or eflect the imperfect world.


You are greater than your history. Truth transcends history.



The invisible creates the visible. You have all you need within to create your fortune.



You are a channel for infinite abundance. Only your mind plugs and unplugs the channel.

 Consciousness is healed in the present moment. In the past is longing or lamentation. In the future is fear or
fantasy. Power is here and now.


God/the Universe and money are not separate. Money is God/ Universe expressed in physical form.

 It is not noble to be poor, but “sinful” to be poor–in the sense that it is against the natural order of the
universe.
 Your beliefs create your life–what you believe about money and about you and money creates your
experience. Change your beliefs to change your life.


Your supply must be accepted in your mind before you will experience it in your life.

 Supply is infinite; there is no competition, no fairness in infinite supply. (These are human, fear-based
concepts.)
 You are worthy of the kingdom just because you exist. To know your innate deservedness, value and
worthiness is to prosper.
________________
* From Cash & Consciousness: 21 Days to Prosperity, by Margaret Shepherd (used with permission). This book is
available as an E-Book at: www.visionbuildersinstitute.com.

